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Natural Disaster? Sudden “Shock?”



A Liquidity Problem? “A Classic Bank Run?”



My daughter came home from school 
one day and said, ‘daddy, what’s a 

financial crisis?’
And without trying to be funny, I said, 

‘it’s the type of thing that happens 
every five, seven, ten years.’ 

Jamie Dimon, JP Morgan Chase CEO, January 2010 
(to Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission)



Are financial crises preventable?

Is the financial system working well 
as long as there are no crises?

Why financial regulation keeps failing







The financial crisis was avoidable

Widespread failures in financial 
regulation 

Breakdown in corporate governance

Explosive and excessive borrowing. 

Lack of transparency

Widespread breaches in accountability 
at all levels.

The crisis reflected distorted incentives and failure of rules and governance 

Delivered January 27, 2011 



What is the Financial System Meant to Do for Society?

The challenge: Finance is fraught with conflicts of interest and 
differences of information and control

Facilitate 
transactions 

Allocate savings 
and investments

Facilitate risk 
sharing and 
governance





























Central Banks: Very Special 







More Debt
Others bear downside risk

Tax subsidies
“Paid to gamble”

Private Considerations (Mostly Bank Managers)



Too Little Equity in Banking is Socially Expensive!
Excessive fragility and distortions benefit few 

More Equity
Reduces risk of runs and liquidity problems

Reduces risk and cost of insolvencies
Reduces distortions in investments

Reduces distortive subsidies

More Debt
Others bear downside risk

Tax subsidies
ROE-based bonuses



Zombie (Insolvent) Borrowers: Opaque and Dysfunctional



Zombie (Insolvent) Borrowers: Opaque and Dysfunctional

║ Unable to raise equity 

║ “Gamble for resurrection” 

║ Anxious to take cash out

║ Avoid equity 

║ Sell assets, even at fire-sale prices

║ Underinvest in worthy “boring” 
assets 

║ Try to hide insolvency in disclosures

║ Lobby policymakers for supports



https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/scpwps/ecb.wp2240~61e2d9dfec.en.pdf

Zombie firms have a higher likelihood of being 
connected to a weak bank.

Evidence on the potential for zombie firms to crowd-
out credit to healthier and more productive firms.

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/scpwps/ecb.wp2240%7E61e2d9dfec.en.pdf


Basel II: A spectacular failure

Basel III: An inadequate tweak,
“a well-intended illusion”

Thomas Hoenig, April 2013



The Awful Case of Greece

Bad Regulations Matter

BIS (2014), Company Data, EBA (For 2010-11 Greece Exposure Data), German Bankers Association, Morgan Stanley Research

Greek debt restructuring 

Swiss banks retreat 
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French banks owned 40% of Greek 
government debt in 2010.
Regulations (still) assume such 
loans are riskless (0 risk weight). 



Leading creditors (in euros)

Who Owned Greek Government Debt, July 2015

Source: Open Europe, BIS, IMF, ECB
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Loss-Absorbing Debt: Clever “Bail-in” or Fool’s Gold? WHY? 





“Heroic Savior” Button



The omission of off-balance sheet items in 
the standard measures implies a substantial 

underestimation of bank leverage 
[indebtedness] 

Off-balance sheet funding is 
higher now than in 2007

“Leverage, a Broader View,” Singh and Alam, IMF, March 2018

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2018/03/19/Leverage-A-Broader-View-45720

“

”

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2018/03/19/Leverage-A-Broader-View-45720
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Shadow Banking
Pozsar, Adrian, Ashcraft, and Boesky, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, July 2010: revised February 2012



“These new rules will fundamentally change the 
way we get around them”

Financial “Innovation” and Regulatory Arbitrage 



Into the rabbit hole…
…and the toxic mix of 
confusion and politics



“Because we have 
substantial self-funding with 
consumer deposits, we don’t 

have a lot of debt…”
John Stumpf, 

Wells Fargo Bank CEO, 2013



“Because we have 
substantial self-funding with 
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John Stumpf, 

Wells Fargo Bank CEO, 2013



US banks forced to hold 
$68 billion in extra capital.

Financial Times, April 8, 2014

“

”



US banks forced to hold 
$68 billion in extra cash.

Telegraph, April 8, 2014

“

”



US banks forced to hold 
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Telegraph, April 8, 2014
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”



Every dollar of capital is one 
less dollar working in the economy. 

Steve Bartlett, Financial Services Roundtable, Sept 2010

“

”
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This rule will keep 
billions out of the Economy    

Tim Pawlenty, Financial Services Roundtable, July 2015

“

”
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By relaxing capital requirements, central bankers 
have aimed to keep credit flowing to businesses and 

households and mitigate the economic turmoil…. 
The freed-up capital provides lenders with the 

capacity to make an extra $5tn of loans globally. 
“Regulators free up $500bn capital for lenders to fight virus storm,” 

Martin Arnold Financial Times, April 5, 2020

“
”
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A Distinction without a 
Difference

Credit Debt



“Just about whatever 
anyone proposes… the banks 

will claim that it will restrict credit 
and harm the economy…. 

It’s all bullshit.”
Paul Volcker, January 2010

(From Payoff: Why Wall Street Always Wins, Jeff Connaughton, 2012) 



Ensuring the “Right” Investments are Made

Which investments are good for 
society? 

How best to fund investments? 

Why subsidize debt when there are 
alternatives (e.g., equity for 
corporations)?

Do heavily indebted corporations, 
including banks, make good 
decisions for society? 



“Banks are not special, except for what 
they are allowed to get away with…. 
The model is intellectually bankrupt. 

The reason that this is not more widely 
accepted is that bankers are so 

influential and the economics are so  
widely misunderstood.”

“Why Bankers are Intellectually Naked,” Martin Wolf, 
Financial Times, March 17, 2013



01 “Banks are where the money 
is;” everyone needs banks

02

03

04

05

06

Guarantees appear free, the 
social cost is invisible

Banks seem sources of 
funding, not risk 

“National champions” 

Central banks support 
governments and private banks

Willful ignorance or confusion

Politics of Banking
Symbiosis and “bargains” banks-governments

Banks get away with  inefficient recklessness



Financial sector 
employees (sell side)

Institutional investors 
(buy side) 

Executives and 
boards of 

financial/other firms

Auditors and rating 
agencies

Supervisors and 
regulators

Central bankers

Politicians

The media

Researchers and 
Economists, 
including in 
academia

Many Enablers

https://admati.people.stanford.edu/publications/it-takes-village-maintain-dangerous-financial-system

https://admati.people.stanford.edu/publications/it-takes-village-maintain-dangerous-financial-system


“It is difficult to get a man                             
to understand something

when his salary                                             
depends on not understanding it.”

Upton Sinclair, 1934



With such friends [as academics], 
who needs lobbyists? 

Risk manager in a major systemic institution, 2016

“
”“It Takes a Village to Maintain a Dangerous Financial System,” 

Anat Admati, in Just Financial Markets: Finance in Just Society, Lisa Herzog (ed.), 2017



Excuses, Diversions and More Flawed Claims

“The Parade of Bankers New Clothes Continues: 34 Flawed Claims Debunked,” Admati and Hellwig, revised 2019
https://admati.people.stanford.edu/publications/parade-bankers-new-clothes-continues-34-flawed-claims-debunked

Much has been done
The banks are very strong
Now is not the time 
There will be “unintended consequences”
There are tradeoffs
We must maintain a level playing field
etc., etc....

“

https://admati.people.stanford.edu/publications/parade-bankers-new-clothes-continues-34-flawed-claims-debunked


Invalid “Level Playing Field” Argument

Banks can endanger the entire economy (see Iceland, Ireland)

Banks’ “success” may come at society’s expense 

Banks compete with other industries for inputs (including talent)

Race to the bottom in regulation 



What about misconduct, fraud, 
money laundering? 



Danske’s €200bn ‘dirty money’ scandal
Financial Times, October 2, 2018



“When employees cooked up 
schemes to launder money, violate 
sanctions, manipulate markets, avoid 
taxes or mislead customers, there 
were few internal checks and 
balances to detect or stop such 
behavior. In the rare instances when 
employees voiced concerns, they 
were often ignored and were 
sometimes punished.”



Is the justice system working?

“Wells Fargo Hit with $1 Billion Fines Over Home and Auto Loan Abuses”
NPR, April 20, 2018

“Wells Fargo Agrees to Pay $575 Million to Resolve State Investigations”  
New York Times, December 28, 2018



Debt (tax) subsidies 
Excessive exemptions from 
bankruptcy to “repos” and derivatives
Corporate opacity (disclosure rules)
Rules that are too complex and costly 
relative to benefits (living wills, LCR)
Effective Immunity to executives 

Bad and Inadequate Rules Feed Recklessness





“The [post-2008] great experiment in ultra-
loose monetary policy is intensely morally 
hazardous…. unconventional central bank 

policies may simply set the stage for the next 
boom and bust cycle, fueled by ever 
declining credit standards and ever 

expanding debt accumulation.”
William White, Bank of International Settlements 

in “The Seeds of the Next Debt Crisis,” Financial Times, March 3, 2020 



In its most recent financial stability report, the IMF raised the alarm about piles of 
risky corporate debt, which could amplify problems and deepen the next recession.

The group conducted a stress test based on a hypothetical economic shock that's 
half as severe as the 2008 global financial crisis. The results suggested that 
corporate debt worth $19 trillion from eight countries — China, the United States, 
Japan, the United Kingdom, France, Spain, Italy and Germany — is at risk of 
default. That would be 40% of all corporate debt. A wave of defaults, or even a 
series of rating downgrades and repricing, would shake the financial system.

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/14/investing/corporate-debt-coronavirus/index.html

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/14/investing/corporate-debt-coronavirus/index.html


Governments and Central Banks Response
Does propping up zombie banks and corporations help “transmission?”
“Liquidity supports” and asset purchases benefit asset owners/investors 



https://promarket.org/economics-and-finance-professors-from-major-universities-write-to-congress-bail-out-people-before-large-corporations/

https://promarket.org/economics-and-finance-professors-from-major-universities-write-to-congress-bail-out-people-before-large-corporations/


https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-05/fed-vow-boosts-debt-binge-while-borrowers-cut-thousands-of-jobs?sref=pRRDzl9L

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-05/fed-vow-boosts-debt-binge-while-borrowers-cut-thousands-of-jobs?sref=pRRDzl9L


https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-19/america-s-zombie-companies-are-multiplying-and-fueling-new-risks?sref=pRRDzl9L

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/19/business/too-big-to-fail-wall-street-businesses.html

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-19/america-s-zombie-companies-are-multiplying-and-fueling-new-risks?sref=pRRDzl9L
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/19/business/too-big-to-fail-wall-street-businesses.html






“No, Tuesday is out. How about never ---
is never good for you?”

“Now is Not the Time” to Regulate (or Reform)



Don’t Allow Dominos to FallKick the Can Down the Road

Extend and 
Pretend

Entrenched system, bad habits: Can this time be different?
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Thank you!
More at  

https://admati.people.stanford.edu/

https://admati.people.stanford.edu/
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